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MOULIN ROTY’S LES PETIT DODOS COLLECTION IS
DESIGNED FOR SLEEPYHEADS TO CURL UP AND DREAM
Moon The Cat, Oko The Fox, Nin-Nin the Rabbit Dolls, Rattles & Loveys
Make Their Debut Plus Tooth Fairy Mouse!
Portsmouth, NH (May 9, 2018) -- There are pieces of advice that new parents will hear such as “never wake
a sleeping baby.” But what happens when baby’s dolly is sleepy? Such whimsical notions make sense when
you cuddle with Moulin Roty’s newest collection, Les Petit Dodos. Translated, it means “the little sleepy
ones.” Give a cuddle to Moon the Cat ($45) or Nin-Nin the Rabbit ($45) and try to stifle a yawn as you
look for the nearest couch to curl up with them.
Les Petits Dodos is a new theme with a collection of four characters: Moon the Cat, Oko the Fox, Nin-Nin
the Rabbit and Ninou the Mouse,” reveals Robert Leuchtner, Founder & President of Magicforest, importers
of lush European toys. “Their soft pastels and wistful, sleepy expressions will make children want to close
their eyes and cuddle with these soft pals.”

Moon the Cat Doll • Ages
Newborn+ • $45
When it’s time for baby to
snuggle down and drift off to
sleep, Moon the Cat is the
perfect companion for sweet
dreams. Moon is all ready for
bed and wearing grey jersey
pajamas, brown and pink
striped socks and a pink
hat. She measures 13.5” and is
machine washable.

Min-Nin the Rabbit Doll •
Ages Newborn+ • $45
Nin-Nin the rabbit measures
14” cuddly inches. He is a soft,
floppy friend with beans in his
tummy and feet. Nin-Nin is all
ready for bed and wearing grey
jersey pajamas, brown socks
with pink spots and a striped
hat that covers his bunny
ears. He’s machine washable!

Oko The Musical Fox •
Ages 3 months+ • $43
This sly musical fox has
drifted off to sleep already!
Stroke his ultra-soft fur and
get ready to drift off to sleep.
Pull the tab on the side to
play the music. Measures
11.5”.

Moon The Musical Cat •
Ages 3 months+ • $32
With a whiskered face, this
sweet lullaby toy has
dangly arms and feet
perfect for baby to drag
around the house. Moon
wears a pink hat, grey
romper with a tiny pocket
Her pink and grey striped
socks are stitched in place.
Moulin Roty is all about
the little details!

The collection features 13.5” dolls dressed in Moulin Roty’s chic styles and French fabrics. Cat and Fox
come in musical versions that are perfect for Baby Shower or welcome-home gifts for the nursery. Loveys,
rattles and a music box with two tiny dancers complete the line. Sweetness and “ahhhh” come together in the

Tooth Fairy Mouse ($25) complete with a pouch to be tucked under a pillow or by the nightstand as baby
teeth depart.

Moon The Cat Lovey • Ages
Newborn+ • $32
This charming comforter has a
square, flat jersey body that’s
grey on one side and pink and
brown strips on the other. It
also has a loop with a Velcro
strap. Moon is wearing a pink
hat and has sweet kitten
whiskers. Note to moms: she’s
machine washable!

Nin-Nin The Rabbit Lovey •
Ages Newborn+ • $32
Nin-Nin is wearing a striped
hat that covers his bunny ears.
This comforter has a square,
flat body that is grey on one
side and yellow on the other
Nin-Nin enchants babies and
toddlers with his sweet rosy
cheeks.

Nin-Nin the Rabbit Ring Rattle with
box • Ages Newborn+ $ $18.50
This rabbit rattle makes a noticeable
noise and is the perfect size for small
hands to hold, as baby makes their first
attempts at grabbing and exploring. He’s
full of wonderful little details from his
striped hat to his rosy cheeks.

Mini Rattle • Ages
Newborn+ • $15
Tie one atop a baby shower
gift or bring one when visiting
the new mother and child.
These small yet detailed dolls
will enchant newborns as they
grow.

Tooth Fairy Mouse • Ages 2+ • $25
Ninou has a jersey body with pink and
brown striped arms and tummy and little
pink feet. With her smiley face and little
pouch to keep lost teeth safe in, she
makes a lovely keepsake gift. This Les
Petits Dodos tooth mouse comes in a
beautifully illustrated gift box, perfect
for a shower, birthday or holiday
present.

Nine the Mouse Ring
Rattle with box • Ages
Newborn+ • $18.50
Oh my! The packaging is
as cute as the mouse! Nine
is dressed in striped
pajamas and is ready for
hand and finger play.

Musical Box with Dancing Friends •
Ages Newborn+ • $38
A musical box in gentle pastel colors has
cat and rabbit spinning and dancing in
opposite directions. The music and
movements will soothe baby off to sleep.

For more information on this collection and all Moulin Roty offerings, browse the Magicforest website,
www.magicforest.com, or on any of their social media outlets.
ABOUT MAGICFOREST®
Celebrating its 14th year in business, Magicforest is an American toy importer and proud to be the exclusive
distributor of seven European brands including Moulin Roty -- its flagship brand -- currently sold in 900
specialty toy and gift shops. The company has a simple operating principle: provide the very best in
children's toys and games. They like to think of the Magicforest as a friendly place where kids learn, play
and grow. Plus parents are confident that their products meet the highest standards of safety and quality. Find
their wholesale site online at www.magicforest.com.

